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We present a theory that describes the transport properties of the interfacial region with respect to
heat and mass transfer. Postulating the local Gibbs relation for a continuous description inside the
interfacial region, we derive the description of the Gibbs surface in terms of excess densities and
fluxes along the surface. We introduce overall interfacial resistances and conductances as the
coefficients in the force-flux relations for the Gibbs surface. We derive relations between the local
resistivities for the continuous description inside the interfacial region and the overall resistances of
the surface for transport between the two phases for a mixture. It is shown that interfacial resistances
depend among other things on the enthalpy profile across the interface. Since this variation is
substantial, the coupling between heat and mass flow across the surface is also substantial. In
particular, the surface puts up much more resistance to the heat and mass transfer than the
homogeneous phases over a distance comparable to the thickness of the surface. This is the case not
only for the pure heat conduction and diffusion but also for the cross effects such as thermal
diffusion. For the excess fluxes along the surface and the corresponding thermodynamic forces, we
derive expressions for excess conductances as integrals over the local conductivities along the
surface. We also show that the curvature of the surface affects only the overall resistances for
transport across the surface and not the excess conductivities along the surface. © 2010 American
Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3486555�

I. INTRODUCTION

During evaporation and condensation, heat and mass are
transported through the interface. The common description
of these phenomena uses assumptions that are questionable.
For instance, one usually assumes equilibrium conditions at
the interface.1 Furthermore one neglects coupling effects be-
tween heat and mass transfer.1 The first one is a zeroth order
approximation in deviations from equilibrium and it is desir-
able to extend it to a more accurate theory. This is, for in-
stance, done in the monograph of Kjelstrup and Bedeaux.2

Neglecting coupling coefficients was shown to violate the
second law of thermodynamics for a one-component
system.3 Coupling is important since the corresponding re-
sistances for transport across the surface depend on the en-
thalpy of vaporization. The significance of this quantity in
this context is due to the large difference between the liquid
and the vapor values of the enthalpy. Neglecting the coupling
coefficients has been shown to imply that the enthalpy of
vaporization is zero,2 which is clearly incorrect.

The situation becomes even more complicated when one
considers evaporation in mixtures. These processes happen
in such industrial applications as distillation, and therefore
the precise description is important. Depending on condi-
tions, one can get mass fluxes of components in the same
direction or in the direction opposite to the corresponding
thermodynamic forces.

There has been a number of studies of the interfacial
transport for one- and two-component systems:
experiments,4–9 molecular dynamic simulations,10–14 kinetic
theory,15–19 and square gradient continuous description.20–25

All these works use different approaches, which allow one to
investigate different aspects. Most studies were for one-
component systems. It was verified that nonequilibrium ther-
modynamics could be used to describe the data by Fang and
Ward4,5,26 �see also Refs. 2 and 7�. The description
of transport through surfaces, using nonequilibrium
thermodynamics,2 gives a unifying treatment also for the re-
sults of the molecular dynamics simulations, kinetic theory,
and the square gradient theory, both for single component
systems and mixtures. An alternative approach to interpret
the data is the statistical rate theory.27,28 For a critical discus-
sion of the description of evaporation and condensation, see
the paper of Bond and Struchtrup.29

The results of the molecular dynamics analysis as well
as from the square gradient theory give continuous stationary
state profiles of, for instance, the temperature and the densi-
ties through the surface. Both descriptions10,13,14,21,25 con-
clude that the surface is in local equilibrium. This shows that
the surface, as described by the excess densities introduced
by Gibbs,30 is a separate thermodynamic system. This makes
the systematic description of the surface using nonequilib-
rium thermodynamics given in Ref. 2 possible. One of the
points of interest is the dependence of the resulting overall
interfacial resistances on the continuous profiles. Once wea�Electronic mail: kirill.glavatskiy@nt.ntnu.no.
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have a description that relates the total resistances of the
Gibbs surface to the continuous profiles of, in particular, the
local resistivities and the enthalpy profiles, we can study
which aspects of the continuous description are most impor-
tant.

The aim of this paper is to obtain the general discrete
approach to describe transport properties through and along
the surface on the basis of the continuous description. As the
interfacial region is thin, it is natural to consider the whole
region as a single entity. In equilibrium, the common method
to do this is to introduce the properties of the Gibbs surface
as excess densities. Away from equilibrium, the surface
should be described in terms of excess densities and fluxes.
To obtain these, one needs the actual profiles of the thermo-
dynamic densities and fluxes as well as the profiles extrapo-
lated from the homogeneous regions. Within such a descrip-
tion, an equilibrium surface may be considered as an
autonomous phase.31 Given the validity of local equilibrium,
it is possible to speak about the Gibbs surface also in non-
equilibrium states, as was mentioned above. In this paper, we
will establish the link between the nonequilibrium continu-
ous description and the transport properties of the whole sur-
face both through and along the surface directly. Crucial in
the analysis is that the surface thickness is very small com-
pared to length scales over which variables change in the
homogeneous phases and along the surface. For fluids, this
leads to two-dimensional isotropy of the surface discussed in
Ref. 24.

We study the transport through the surface in curvilinear
coordinates. This allows us to consider both transport
through planar interfaces and a phenomenon such as nucle-
ation. The curvature of the surface plays an important role in
nucleation. The agreement of the classical theory32–34 with
experiments is, in some cases, rather poor.35–37 The work in
this paper will make it possible to analyze effects due to
curvature on the overall resistances for transport of heat and
mass through the surface of the nucleus in more detail.

One of the issues this paper focuses on is the overall
resistances of the surface to heat and mass transfer through
the surface. The thermodynamic forces, which lead to heat
and mass transfer through the surface, are given by the dif-
ferences between the values of the inverse temperature and
chemical potentials divided by the temperature in gas and
liquid phases. It is known that there are jumps of these quan-
tities across the surface.4–9 These jumps are given in terms of
the total heat and mass fluxes using these overall resistances.
We refer to a monograph by Kjelstrup and Bedeaux2 for a
systematic derivation of these linear relations in the context
of nonequilibrium thermodynamics of surfaces. The other
issue studied in this paper is the excess conductance along
the surface. Also for these conductances, integral relations
are derived, expressing them in the behavior of the continu-
ous conductivities in the interfacial region.

The analysis in this paper will only consider stationary
states. The resulting overall resistances and conductances can
also be used to analyze nonstationary behavior. We will ne-
glect viscous contributions to the pressure tensor.

From the calculation of the overall surface resistances,
we are able to understand the aspects in the continuous de-

scription that are most important for the size of the overall
resistances. These are found to be the nature of the local
resistivity profiles and the enthalpy profiles across the sur-
face. Both can be obtained from the particular continuous
description used. From molecular dynamics simulations,
there is evidence that local resistivities have a peak13,38 in the
interfacial region. Within the context of the square gradient
model studied in Refs. 20–25, this peak was modeled by a
square gradient contribution. Such a peak clearly contributes
significantly to excess resistances. The enthalpy is important
because the value of the enthalpy is significantly different in
the gas and liquid phases. The overall resistances are found
to contain integrals over products of the local resistivity pro-
files and the enthalpy profiles. The location and the nature of
the changeover from a large positive enthalpy in the vapor to
a large negative enthalpy in the liquid relative to the change-
over and the peak in the local resistivities are important for
the size and the sign of the overall resistances. The overall
conductances are found to contain the excesses of the con-
ductivities for the continuous description.

In Sec. II we give a short discussion of the continuous
description of the interface using nonequilibrium thermody-
namics. We use the Gibbs relation valid for mixtures in the
interfacial region found in the context of the square gradient
theory, as discussed in Refs. 24 and 25, which we believe to
be general. This enables us to obtain the rate of entropy
production everywhere in the interfacial region. In Sec. III
we define the excess densities needed to describe the non-
equilibrium Gibbs surface. Furthermore, we show how the
small thickness of the interfacial region allows us to split all
phenomena into separate contributions parallel and perpen-
dicular to the surface in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we derive integral
relations for the overall interfacial resistances in terms of the
local resistivities and the equilibrium enthalpy profiles. In
Sec. VI we derive the integral relations for the overall inter-
facial conductances. We further derive the corresponding re-
lations for the coefficients for the measurable heat fluxes in
Sec. VII. This is done in two steps, for normal resistances in
Sec. VII B and for parallel conductances in Sec. VII C. In
Sec. VIII we discuss the consequences of the derived rela-
tions. In particular, we discuss the influence of the surface
geometry and the enthalpy profile across the interfacial re-
gion. Finally, in Sec. IX we give concluding remarks.

II. THERMODYNAMICS OF THE INTERFACIAL REGION

A. Gibbs relation

Consider a two-phase n-component mixture. Let T be the
temperature and p be a scalar pressure. Let hi be the partial
enthalpy of the ith component, �i be the chemical potential,
and �in��i−�n be the chemical potential difference of the
ith component with the nth component. Furthermore, let h, u,
s, and v be the mass specific enthalpy, internal energy, en-
tropy, and volume, respectively, ��1 /v be the overall mass
density, and �i��i /� be the mass fraction of the ith compo-
nent. All these fields depend on the position r and time t. For
a planar interface, p�r , t� is equal to the parallel pressure
p��r , t�.
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The interfacial region is known to have a large density
variation over a distance of the order of a nanometer. This
was the reason for van der Waals39,40 to assume that, for
instance, the Helmholtz energy density of the surface de-
pends not only on the local properties but also on their gra-
dients. Due to this dependence, the surface tension is not
equal to zero. For a two-phase system, it becomes an addi-
tional thermodynamic characteristic and has to be accounted
for in the description of the surface. In the continuous de-
scription the role of the surface tension is played by the
tension tensor ����r , t�. For a planar surface in equilibrium,
the only nonzero element of this tension tensor is the xx
element along the diagonal, which equals p��r�− p��r�. The
integral of this difference over the x-coordinate normal to the
surface gives the surface tension of the planar surface. For a
curved surface, the tension tensor is no longer diagonal. For
a fluid-fluid interface, it remains symmetric, however. For
the relation with the surface tension in that case, we refer to
Refs. 24 and 25.

A systematic nonequilibrium thermodynamic description
requires the Gibbs relation expressing the rate of change of
the entropy density in those of the other thermodynamic
quantities. In Refs. 24 and 25, we used the following form of
the Gibbs relation:

T�r,t�
ds�r,t�

dt
=

du�r,t�
dt

− �
i=1

n−1

�in�r,t�
d�i�r,t�

dt

+ p�r,t�
dv�r,t�

dt
− v�r,t�v��r,t�

�����r,t�
�x�

,

�2.1�

where v is the barycentric velocity and d /dt=� /�t
+v�� /�x�=� /�t+v ·� is the substantial time derivative. Fur-
thermore, we use the summation convention over double
Greek indices. Compared to the form of the Gibbs relation
used in the homogeneous regions,41 it has an additional con-
tribution proportional to the divergence of the tension tensor
���. This contribution is only nonzero in the interfacial re-
gion. The use of it emphasizes the difference between the
surface and the homogeneous regions. The above expression
is equivalent to the one given in Ref. 20 for the one-
component two-phase fluid. In Refs. 24 and 25, we motivate
the choice of the new term in the interfacial region. This
motivation is not a derivation, however, and the validity of
the above Gibbs relation is therefore postulated. The justifi-
cation of the specific choice of the Gibbs relation is, on one
hand, a comparison with experiments and, on the other hand,
the thermodynamic consistency of the results. Such a consis-
tency was found to be lacking for other choices.

The next step in the thermodynamic description is to
give the relation between the thermodynamic potentials. In a
bulk region they are known to be homogeneous functions of
the first order. It is not obvious that this property remains
valid inside the interfacial region. It follows, however, from
Eq. �2.1� that the internal energy density has to be a homo-
geneous function of the first order of the entropy density,
volume, and mass densities. Indeed, all the terms in Eq.
�2.1�, but the last one, have the common form. The last term

is proportional to the gradient of the tension tensor, which is
not an extensive quantity, however, so it does not contribute
to the internal energy. We therefore may write the following
relation both for the homogeneous as well for the interfacial
regions:

u�r,t� = �n�r,t� + �
i=1

n−1

�in�r,t��i�r,t� − p�r,t�v�r,t�

+ T�r,t�s�r,t� . �2.2�

We emphasize the role of the interfacial region here. While
the thermodynamic potentials are related via the standard
thermodynamic relations, the Gibbs relation in the interfacial
region is different from the bulk Gibbs relation. Important is
that the standard thermodynamic relations contain p�r , t�,
which is equal to the parallel pressure for a planar interface
and which is very different in the interfacial region from the
asymptotic values away from the surface.

Substituting Eq. �2.2� into Eq. �2.1�, we obtain

s
dT

dt
+

d�n

dt
+ �

i=1

n−1

�i
d�in

dt
− v

dp

dt
− vv�

����

�x�

= 0. �2.3�

This is the Gibbs–Duhem equation for a two-phase multi-
component mixture. Note that since �in��i−�n and �i=1

n �i

=1, we have

d�n

dt
+ �

i=1

n−1

�i
d�in

dt
= �

i=1

n

�i
d�i

dt
, �2.4�

which is the usual contribution to the Gibbs–Duhem equa-
tion associated with the chemical potentials. To simplify the
notation, we will not usually indicate the r , t dependence.

For a stationary state, the derivative � /�t gives zero, and
Eq. �2.3� takes the following form:

v�	s
�T

�x�

+
��n

�x�

+ �
i=1

n−1

�i
��in

�x�

− v
����

�x�

 = 0, �2.5�

where ���= p	��+��� is the thermodynamic pressure tensor.
The equation of motion for a stationary state takes the

following form:

�v�

�v�

�x�

= −
����

�x�

− �
��g · r�

�x�

, �2.6�

where g ·r is the gravitational potential. Contracting this
equation with v� and dividing by �, the result may be written
as

v�	v
����

�x�

+
��v2/2 − g · r�

�x�

 = 0. �2.7�

Using it together with Eq. �2.5�, we get

v · �
i=1

n

�i	�
�̃i

T
− h̃i �

1

T

 = 0, �2.8�

which is the Gibbs–Duhem equation valid both in the homo-
geneous regions as well as in the interfacial region in a sta-

tionary state. Here �̃i��i+v2 /2−g ·r and h̃i�hi+v2 /2

−g ·r. Note that h̃i� �̃i+Tsi, where si is the partial entropy.
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B. Entropy production

The entropy balance equation is

�
ds

dt
= − � · Js + �s, �2.9�

with the entropy flux Js�Js,tot−�sv and the entropy produc-
tion �s. Given the Gibbs relation �Eq. �2.1��, it is shown in
Refs. 24 and 25 that the entropy flux and the entropy pro-
duction are given by the following expressions:

Js =
1

T
	Jq − �

i=1

n−1

�inJi
 , �2.10a�

�s = Jq · �
1

T
− �

i=1

n−1

Ji · �
�in

T
, �2.10b�

where Jq and Ji are the heat and diffusion fluxes,

Jq � Je − �ve − pv = Je − Jm�h + v2/2 − g · r� ,

�2.11�
Ji � �i�vi − v� = J�i

− �iJm.

The diffusive mass fluxes satisfy the relation �i=1
n Ji=0. In

turn, the energy flux Je and the mass fluxes J�i
��ivi and

Jm��v are convenient quantities since in stationary states

� · Je = 0, � · J�i
= 0, � · Jm = 0. �2.12�

Furthermore, it follows from Eq. �2.9� that in a stationary
state

�s = � · Js,tot = � · Js + �v · �s = � · �Js + �sv� . �2.13�

Using the Gibbs–Duhem equation �2.5� and the conservation
laws, under stationary state conditions, it is possible to show
that

�s = Je · �
1

T
− �

i=1

n

J�i
· �

�̃i

T
. �2.14�

The fluid-fluid interface has a two-dimensional isotropy. A
detailed discussion of what this means in a continuous three-
dimensional description is given in Ref. 24. The essential
element in this discussion is the fact that the interfacial re-
gion is thin compared to the radius of curvature, 	
�. This
implies that the three-dimensional vectorial fluxes and forces
in the entropy production �2.14� split up into two-
dimensional vectorial components parallel to the surface and
scalar components normal to the surface. We may therefore
write

�s = �s,� + �s,�, �2.15�

where the parallel and normal contributions are

�s,� = Je,� · ��

1

T
− �

i=1

n

J�i,�
· ��

�̃i

T
, �2.16�

�s,� = Je,���

1

T
− �

i=1

n

J�i,�
��

�̃i

T
. �2.17�

Two-dimensional isotropy now implies that the parallel and
the normal forces and fluxes do not couple and the force-flux
relations for parallel and perpendicular contribution are inde-
pendent. As we will see below, it is convenient to write these
relations in terms of conductivities for parallel contributions
and in terms of resistivities for perpendicular contributions.
We therefore have the following force-flux relations in the
parallel direction:

Je,� = �qq,�
e ��

1

T
+ �

i=1

n

�qi,�
e 	− ��

�̃i

T

 ,

�2.18�

J�j,�
= � jq,�

e ��

1

T
+ �

i=1

n

� ji,�
e 	− ��

�̃i

T

 ,

and in the normal direction

��

1

T
= rqq,�

e Je,� + �
i=1

n

rqi,�
e J�i,�

,

�2.19�

− ��

�̃ j

T
= rjq,�

e Je,� + �
i=1

n

rji,�
e J�i,�

.

The two-dimensional isotropy implies that transport coeffi-
cients for both contributions �conductivities for parallel con-
tribution as well as resistivities for normal contribution� are
scalar. The off-diagonal coefficients of both sets of force-flux
equations satisfy the Onsager reciprocal relations. Inside the
interfacial region the normal resistivities are different from
the corresponding parallel resistivities. Away from the inter-
facial region the fluid has a three-dimensional isotropy and
the corresponding resistivities �or conductivities� for the par-
allel and the normal direction become equal. In order to be
consistent with the sign conventions used in the monograph
by Kjelstrup and Bedeaux,2 we changed the sign convention
we used in Refs. 24 and 25. For this purpose, we changed the
sign of the chemical forces, which results in a change of the
sign of the cross coefficients between the energy flux and the
mass fluxes.

We emphasize the reader’s attention on the following
difference in the convention. It is common to give the con-
stitutive force-flux relations for n-component fluid in terms
of n independent fluxes, e.g., the heat flux Jq and n−1 dif-
fusive fluxes Ji. Those fluxes are linearly independent and
the corresponding matrix of transport coefficients �resistivi-
ties or conductivities� is nonsingular. If one uses n+1 fluxes
or forces as variables, the corresponding matrix of the trans-
port coefficients has n+1 rows and columns and is therefore
singular. This makes it impossible to convert resistivities into
conductivities that easily, so the corresponding representa-
tion should be fixed. The use of particular representation
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�resistivities or conductivities� is dictated by the surface
symmetry and will be apparent later. The singularity of the
matrix of transport coefficients does not, however, restrict us
much. For instance, there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the coefficients of n-squared matrix and n+1-squared
matrix �see, e.g., Appendix C�. Furthermore, the singularity
of the transport coefficients matrix does not affect the On-
sager reciprocal relations �cf. Ref. 41, Chap. VI, Sec. 3�. We
can therefore operate these coefficients normally, unless we
want to invert the matrix.

III. THE GIBBS SURFACE

The Gibbs surface is described with the help of excesses
of different quantities in the interfacial region. In equilibrium
only excesses of the densities are used in the description.
Nonequilibrium involves many other quantities, which vary
through the interfacial region and which therefore require a
proper definition of the corresponding excess quantity. In this
section we will define the excess densities in nonequilibrium.
In the following sections, the definition of the excess resis-
tance, the excess conductance, and the excess fluxes will be
given.

Because of the variety in nature of the quantities we
want take the excess of, we shall use the unified notation for
the excess. Namely, we will use E��q� to denote the excess of
a profile q�r�, where the subscript � indicates the nature of
the quantity q. For example, EV will indicate the excess of a
density and EJ will indicate the excess of a flux. Even though
both EV and EJ represent the property of the Gibbs surface,
they are defined differently.

The definition of an excess requires the normal direction
n to be defined in the interfacial region. The surface may be
curved and we may introduce curvilinear orthogonal coordi-
nates r��x1 ,x2 ,x3�, with x1 being the normal coordinate and
r� ��x2 ,x3� being the tangential coordinates. For the station-
ary states, these coordinates are independent of time.

Let � be a variable defined in the interfacial and the
homogeneous regions. Furthermore, for any variable �, let
�b, where superscript b stands either for � or for g, be the
variable � extrapolated from the bulk to the surface region.
The extrapolation is done using the description in homoge-
neous phases. Outside the interfacial region �b and � are
almost identical, but inside the surface �b in general differs
from �. In order to make this comparison more precise, let
xg,s�r�� and x�,s�r�� be the boundaries of the interfacial region
at the gas and liquid sides, respectively. These boundaries are
chosen such that the extrapolated value �b differs some
small fraction �like, for instance, 0.1 or 0.01 promille� from
the actual value � along these boundaries. Given the small
size of this difference, we can use the following identity for
the extrapolated variables:

�b�xb,s�r��,r�� = ��xb,s�r��,r�� . �3.1�

The location of the boundaries of the interfacial region de-
pends on the variable � and the accuracy used. For a sensible
choice of the variable and the accuracy, all choices are
equivalent. In contrast to equilibrium, in nonequilibrium de-
scription all the bulk variables vary in space and so do the

extrapolated quantities. This is true both for densities, such
as the density �, which vary only slightly in the bulk phases,
and for intensive quantities, such as the temperature, which
may vary significantly even in the bulk phases. If one ex-
trapolates any function F of a number of variables, the result
equals the original function of the extrapolated variables,

Fb�. . . ,�, . . .� = F�. . . ,�b, . . .� . �3.2�

This is a consequence of the fact that the equality is obvi-
ously away from the surface. For instance, ��i /T�g=�i

g /Tg.
We note, however, that even though we introduce the

extrapolated variables in such a way that Eqs. �3.1� and �3.2�
are true, the use of any numerical procedure to obtain the
extrapolated variables will introduce small errors. This is
true, in particular, for nonequilibrium when the extrapolated
variables are not constant. This is, however, a technical ques-
tion, not a fundamental one. Usually the extrapolation in-
volves polynomials in order to fit an actual curve, which
introduces a nonzero error in the extrapolated curve.

On the basis of some criteria, one chooses a dividing
surface in the interfacial region. The location along the x1

coordinate is denoted by xs�r��. This location is usually,
though not necessarily, between xg,s�r�� and x�,s�r��. We will
discuss below which criteria are used for this choice.

A. Excess density

If ��r� is a density per unit of volume in the three-
dimensional space, we can define its excess EV��� as42

EV����xs�r��,r�� �
1

h2
s
h3

s�
xg,s

x�,s

dx1h1h2h3�ex��r;xs�r���� ,

�3.3�

where

�ex�r;xs�r��� � ��r� − �g�r��xs�r�� − x1�

− ���r��x1 − xs�r��� . �3.4�

Furthermore, h��h��x1 ,r�� are Lamé coefficients for the
curvilinear coordinates and h�

s �r���h��xs�r�� ,r�� for i=2,3
are Lamé coefficients for the curvilinear coordinates along
the dividing surface. Given that ��r� is a density per unit of
volume, the excess EV����xs�r�� ,r�� is a density per unit of
surface. The excess depends on the position of the dividing
surface xs�r��. For ease of notation, we will not further indi-
cate the dependence of xs, xg,s, and x�,s on r� explicitly.

The key quantity in the nonequilibrium description is the
entropy production. As for any density, one can introduce the
excess entropy production for the Gibbs surface. It will de-
termine the dissipation rate of the whole surface. Consider
the entropy production given in Eq. �2.14�. All the terms
have the form J ·��, where J is a flux and � is some scalar
function. According to Eq. �2.12�, � ·J=0 in the stationary
states, so J ·��=� · �J��. We show in Appendix A that this
leads to

EV�J · ��� = �J���� − �J���g + EV��� · �J���� , �3.5�

where all the functions on the right hand side are evaluated at
rs. We see that the excess entropy production of the Gibbs
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surface in the stationary states can be split into two contri-
butions: the one takes into account only perturbations per-
pendicular to the surface and the other depends only on the
perturbations parallel to the surface,

EV��s� = EV��s,�� + EV��s,�� . �3.6�

We note that such a separation does not require the surface to
be two-dimensionally isotropic.

IV. A THIN INTERFACE

Substantial simplification in the expression for the ex-
cess entropy production can be made if one considers typical
conditions when the interfacial region is thin. As was dis-
cussed in Ref. 24, the interfacial region breaks the three-
dimensional isotropy of the system. In addition to a typical
macroscopic size of the problem D, there exists the micro-
scopic size d
D, the surface width, which is of the order of
few nanometers.

First, we shall make a note on the definition of the ex-
cess density. For a thin surface, the Lamé coefficients h�

=h��x� ,r�� do not vary much along the x� coordinate. To a
relative order �d /D� they are equal to h�

s ,

h��x�,r�� = h��xs,r�� + d
dh�

dx�

+ . . . . �4.1�

Substituting this expansion into Eq. �3.3�, we get

EV��� = E��� + O�d/D� , �4.2�

where

E��� � �
xg,s

x�,s

dx1h1�ex�r;xs� . �4.3�

For each flux in Eq. �2.12� we can write ��J�+�� ·J� =0.
This gives an approximate relation for the order of magni-
tude,

���J��
��x�


���J��
��x�

, �4.4�

where �� and �� denote the typical changes in the corre-
sponding direction. There are quantities that change drasti-
cally over the distances of the order d in the direction per-
pendicular to the surface, so ��x�d. However, a
significant change of any quantity along the surface may
happen only on a length scale D, which is of the order of
either the radii of curvature or the system size, so ��x� D.
Because of this property of a surface, we may not expect that
���J��
 ���J��, i.e., that the change of the parallel compo-
nent of a flux on a macroscopic scale along the surface is
much larger than the change of the perpendicular component
of that flux on a microscopic scale through the surface. For
the fluxes for which changes ���J�� and ���J�� are of the
same order of magnitude �J, Eq. �4.4� takes the form
�J /d��J /D, which can hold only if �J=0 since d
D.
This means that both ��J�=0 and ��J� =0. If ���J��
� ���J��, this statement becomes even stronger. We then may
require that for a thin surface

��J��r� = 0, �4.5a�

�� · J��r� = 0. �4.5b�

�For the special case of a system with planar surface in the
Cartesian coordinates with all the fluxes directed perpendicu-
lar to the surface, these equations follow straightforwardly.�
Thus, for a surface with a thickness much smaller than the
radii of curvature, the stationary state condition � ·J=0 has
the form of Eq. �4.4� in an interfacial region.

The extrapolated fluxes Jb satisfy the same equations,

��J�
b �r� = 0, �4.6a�

�� · J�
b�r� = 0 �4.6b�

since the extrapolated flux fields also satisfy � ·Jb=0.
Consider now Eqs. �4.5a� and �4.6a�. Both of them are

first order ordinary differential equations, the solutions of
which contains additive constants. These constants must be
the same since, according to Eq. �3.1�, J�

b �rb,s�=J��rb,s� at
the boundary points. It follows that J�

b and J� are the same
functions,

J�
g �r� = J�

� �r� = J��r� . �4.7�

Note that Eq. �4.7� does not lead to the relation J��xg,s ,r��
=J��x�,s ,r��. Equation �4.7� is the relation between values of
different functions at the same point but not the relation be-
tween values of the same function at different points. How-
ever, it follows from Eq. �4.5a� that in curvilinear coordi-
nates ��h2h3J�� / ��x��=0 and therefore

h2�x��h3�x��J��x�� = const = h2
s
h3

sJ�xs� �4.8�

but not J�=const.
Consider now Eqs. �4.5b� and �4.6b�. It follows that

�� · �J��� = J� · ��� ,

�4.9�
�� · �J�

b�� = J�
b · ��� .

Applying both Eqs. �4.7� and �4.9� to Eq. �3.5�, we get

E�J · ��� = J���� − �g� + E�J� · ���� . �4.10�

Applying Eq. �4.10� to each term in Eq. �2.14� for the en-
tropy production, we obtain the general form of the excess
entropy production for a surface in stationary state,

E��s� = Je,�	 1

T� −
1

Tg
 − �
i=1

n

J�i,�
	 �̃i

�

T� −
�̃i

g

Tg 

+ E�Je,� · ��

1

T
� − �

i=1

n

E�J�i,�
· ��

�̃i

T
� . �4.11�

We see that for a thin surface, the excess entropy production
splits into independent contributions, which are caused by
forces perpendicular and parallel to the surface. This prop-
erty has the same origin as the two-dimensional isotropy of
the surface.24

It is desired to have the excess entropy production in the
form E��s�=�JjXj, i.e., as a sum of independent contribu-
tions, each of which can be a product of a flux and a force.
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However, as one can see from Eq. �4.11�, the parallel contri-
butions do not have such a form. Further information about
the symmetry of a system is required. We will therefore con-
sider the cases when the forces are applied perpendicular to
the surface and parallel to the surface separately.

V. INTEGRAL RELATIONS FOR TRANSPORT
THROUGH THE SURFACE

Consider forces applied only in the direction perpendicu-
lar to the surface. Then �s,� =0 and the local entropy produc-
tion �s=�s,�, which is given by Eq. �2.17�. The correspond-
ing force-flux relation is given by Eq. �2.19�.

The excess entropy production given by Eq. �4.11�
simplifies into the following:

E��s� = Je,�	 1

T� −
1

Tg
 − �
i=1

n

J�i,�
	 �̃i

�

T� −
�̃i

g

Tg 
 . �5.1�

The fluxes in Eq. �5.1� are evaluated at the dividing surface
xs. Furthermore, T��T��xs� and Tg�Tg�xs� are the tempera-
tures extrapolated from the liquid and gas to the dividing
surface. The analogous meaning have �̃i

� and �̃i
g.

Following the traditional procedure in nonequilibrium
thermodynamics, we write the force-flux relations based on
the form of the excess entropy production �5.1� as

1

T� −
1

Tg = Rqq,�
e Je,� + �

i=1

n

Rqi,�
e J�i,�

,

�5.2�

− 	 �̃ j
�

T� −
�̃ j

g

Tg 
 = Rjq,�
e Je,� + �

i=1

n

Rji,�
e J�i,�

.

We now compare Eq. �5.2� with Eq. �2.19�. Equation �5.2�
for the force-flux relations has the following form:

���xs� − �g�xs� = R�
e �xs�J��xs� . �5.3�

The resistance R�
e , in general, depends on the choice of the

dividing surface. Equation �2.19� has the following form:

����x� = r�
e �x�J��x� . �5.4�

Let us apply E to both sides of Eq. �5.4�. We note that we use
the excess operator E, given by Eq. �4.3� exactly, not any
other operator that is equal to E only to the order d /D. Using
Eq. �4.8� and the fact that in curvilinear coordinates ��

=h1
−1� /�x1, one obtains

���xs� − �g�xs� = ER�r���xs�J��xs� , �5.5�

where we introduced the excess resistance operator ER. For a
resistivity profile r�r�, it is defined as

ER�r� � h2
s
h3

s�
xg,s

x�,s

dx1
h1

h2h3
rex�r;xs� . �5.6�

Comparing Eq. �5.5� with Eq. �5.3�, we therefore conclude
that

R�
e = ER�r�

e � . �5.7�

This is the general form of the resistivity integral relation for
the transport normal to the surface.

Given that the forces are applied only in the direction
perpendicular to the surface, Eq. �5.7� is valid for the inter-
facial region of any thickness. We now make use of the fact
that the surface is thin. For such a case, we expand the Lamé
coefficients h��x� around xs and obtain

ER�r� = E�r� + O�d/D� �5.8�

so that to a relative order �d /D� the excess resistance ER�r� is
given by E�r�.

Applying the above procedure to each term in Eqs.
�2.19� and �5.2�, we may conclude that

Rqq,�
e = E�rqq,�

e � ,

Rqi,�
e = E�rqi,�

e � , �5.9�

Rji,�
e = E�rji,�

e �

to the order �d /D�. Equation �5.8� gives integral relations for
the resistivity coefficients for the case that one uses the total
energy flux to describe the transport through the surface.
They show that resistivities normal to the surface are addi-
tive, as one would expect.

VI. INTEGRAL RELATIONS FOR TRANSPORT ALONG
THE SURFACE

Consider now the perturbations applied only in the di-
rection parallel to the surface. Then �s,�=0 and the local
entropy production �s=�s,�, which is given by Eq. �2.16�.
The corresponding force-flux relation is given by Eq. �2.18�.

A. Excess entropy production

The excess entropy production given by Eq. �4.11� sim-
plifies into the following:

E��s,�� = E�Je,� · ��

1

T
� − �

i=1

n

E�J�i,�
· ��

�̃i

T
� . �6.1�

This form of the excess entropy production does not allow us
to write the constitutive force-flux relations yet. However,
the fact that there are no perturbations in the direction per-
pendicular to the surface allows us to simplify this expres-
sion further.

Each term in Eq. �6.1� has a form E�J� ·����, where the
possible perturbation is controlled by a scalar function
��x� ,r��. For perturbations applied only in the direction par-
allel to the surface, � is independent of x�. The same argu-
ment is applicable to the extrapolated property �b. We show
in Appendix B that this leads to the following relation:

EV�J� · ���� = EJ�J�� · ��� , �6.2�

where we have introduced the excess flux operator EJ. For a
parallel component J� ��J2 ,J3� of a flux J��J� ,J��, the ex-
cess parallel flux42 is defined as EJ�J����EJ2

�J2� ,EJ3
�J3��,

where
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EJ2
�J2��xs,r�� �

1

h3
s�

xg,s

x�,s

dx1h1h3J2
ex�r;xs� ,

�6.3�

EJ3
�J3��xs,r�� �

1

h2
s�

xg,s

x�,s

dx1h1h2J3
ex�r;xs� ,

where

Jex�r;xs� � J�r� − Jg�r��xs − x1� − J��r��x1 − xs� .

�6.4�

As discussed in more detail in Ref. 42, possible excess fluxes
normal to the surface, calculated in a reference frame that
moves along with the surface in the normal direction, play no
role in the discreet description of transport through the sur-
face. Here we note that for the special case of stationary
states the surface is not moving in the normal direction.

For a thin surface, one can expand the Lamé coefficients
around xs and obtain to a relative order �d /D� that

EJ�J�� = E�J�� + O�d/D� , �6.5�

where operator E for a flux J� is still given by Eq. �4.3�.
Following Ref. 42, we denote the excess parallel flux

EJ�J�� as J�
s. Consider now ���, which appears in Eq. �6.2�.

In Ref. 25 we discussed how to define the temperature Ts and
the chemical potentials �i

s of the surface in terms of the
surface tension and the relative adsorptions. These quantities
are independent of the choice of the dividing surface when
the surface is planar. For a curved surface, differences in the
relative order of the distance between the dividing surfaces
divided by the curvature �d /D� may appear. The quantity �
considered above can be written as a function of the tempera-
ture and the chemical potentials alone. We can therefore
evaluate this quantity at the temperature Ts and the chemical
potentials �i

s of the surface. This then gives �s, which there-
fore will be independent of the choice of the dividing surface
to a relative order d /D. As we have discussed, the variation
of � along the surface is the same as the variation of �b

along the surface. It therefore follows that the variation of �s

along the surface should also be the same to this order. Equa-
tion �6.2� takes the following form

E�J� · ���� = J�
s · ���

s �6.6�

to this order.
Furthermore, we identify the excess entropy production

in Eq. �6.1� as the surface entropy production: �s,�
s . With this

notation, substituting Eq. �6.6� into Eq. �6.1� and taking into
account the terms to the order d /D, we get for the excess
entropy production

�s,�
s = Je,�

s · ��

1

Ts − �
i=1

n

J�i,�
s · ��

�̃i
s

Ts , �6.7�

which has the form used in Ref. 43.

B. Integral relations

According to the traditional procedure in nonequilibrium
thermodynamics, the force-flux relations that follow from the
excess entropy production �6.7� are

Je,�
s = Lqq,�

e ��

1

Ts + �
i=1

n

Lqi,�
e 	− ��

�̃i
s

Ts 
 ,

�6.8�

J�j,�
s = Ljq,�

e ��

1

Ts + �
i=1

n

Lji,�
e 	− ��

�̃i
s

Ts 
 .

Due to the isotropy of the surface, the conductance coeffi-
cients L�

e are scalars.
We now compare Eq. �6.8� with Eq. �2.18�. Equation

�6.8� for the force-flux relations has the following form:

J�
s�xs� = L�

e�xs����
s. �6.9�

Both L�
e and E�J��, in general, depend on the choice of the

dividing surface, while ���
s does not. Equation �2.18� has

the following form:

J��x� = ��
e�x�����x� . �6.10�

Let us apply EJ to both sides of Eq. �6.10�. We note that even
though the excess operator EJ given by Eq. �6.3� is equal to
the operator E to the order d /D, we will first keep the higher
order terms. Direct substitution yields

J�
s�xs� = EL���

e��xs� · ���
s, �6.11�

where we introduced the excess conductance operator EL.
For a conductivity profile ��r�, it is defined as a matrix

EL��� � �
h2

s

h3
s� dx1h1

h3

h2
�ex 0

0
h3

s

h2
s� dx1h1

h2

h3
�ex� .

�6.12�

Next we would like to compare Eq. �6.9� with Eq. �6.11� in
order to relate the interfacial conductance L�

e to the excess
conductance EL���

e�. However, this is not possible directly
since in general the former one is a scalar, while the latter
one is a matrix. However, if we take into account that the
surface is thin, we expand the Lamé coefficients h��x�
around xs and obtain

EL��� � 	E��� 0

0 E���

 + O�d/D� �6.13�
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so that EL���=E��� to a relative order �d /D�. We note that to
this order the excess EL��� becomes scalar. Comparing then
Eq. �6.11� with Eq. �6.9�, we can conclude that

L�
e = E���

e� �6.14�

to the order �d /D�. Neglecting curvature effects, this is the
general form of the conductivity integral relation for the
transport parallel to the surface.

Comparing Eq. �2.18� with Eq. �6.8� and using Eq.
�6.14�, we may conclude that

Lqq,�
e = E��qq,�

e � ,

Lqi,�
e = E��qi,�

e � , �6.15�

Lji,�
e = E�� ji,�

e � .

Equation �5.8� represents integral relations for the conductiv-
ity coefficients for the case that one uses the total energy flux
to describe the transport along the surface. They show that
conductivities parallel to the surface are additive, as one
would expect.

VII. MEASURABLE HEAT FLUXES

A. Local transport coefficients

It is convenient to write the local entropy production
also in terms of the measurable heat flux Jq�, which is defined
as

Jq� � Jq − �
i=1

n

hiJi = Je − �
i=1

n

h̃iJ�i
. �7.1�

In terms of measurable heat fluxes the expression for the
entropy production becomes

�s = Jq� · �
1

T
− �

i=1

n−1

Ji · 	�
�in

T
− hin �

1

T

 , �7.2�

where hin�hi−hn. Equations �2.13�, �2.14�, and �7.2�, which
give the entropy production in stationary states, are equiva-
lent expressions. To second order in the deviation from equi-
librium, one may, and we will, use the equilibrium values of
hin in Eq. �7.2�. The resulting expression for the entropy
production is then only equivalent to the other two to this
order.

As in Sec. II B, we can split the local entropy production
into parallel and perpendicular contributions based on the
two-dimensional isotropy of the interfacial region �see Eq.
�2.15�� so that

�s,� = Jq,�� · ��

1

T
− �

i=1

n−1

Ji,� · 	��

�in

T
− hin,eq��

1

T

 , �7.3�

�s,� = Jq,�� ��

1

T
− �

i=1

n−1

Ji,�	��

�in

T
− hin,eq��

1

T

 . �7.4�

This leads to the following force-flux relations in the parallel
direction:

Jq,�� = �qq� ��

1

T
+ �

i=1

n−1

�qi� 	− ��

�in

T
+ hin,eq��

1

T

 ,

�7.5�

J j,� = � jq� ��

1

T
+ �

i=1

n−1

� ji�	− ��

�in

T
+ hin,eq��

1

T



and in the normal direction

��

1

T
= rqq� Jq,�� + �

i=1

n−1

rqi� Ji,�,

�7.6�

− ��

� jn

T
+ hjn,eq��

1

T
= rjq� Jq,�� + �

i=1

n−1

rji�Ji,�.

Furthermore, for the transport through the surface we will
use only resistivities and for the transport along the surface
we will use only conductivities. We have therefore omitted
subscripts � and � for the corresponding transport coeffi-
cients to simplify the notation.

We now relate the local resistivities associated with the
measurable heat flux to the local resistivities associated with
the total energy flux. Comparing Eq. �7.6� with Eq. �2.19�
�the details of this procedure are given in Appendix C�, we
obtain

rqq
e = rqq,

rqi
e = rqi − rqqh̃i,eq, i = 1,n , �7.7�

rji
e = rji − rqih̃j,eq − rjqh̃i,eq + rqqh̃j,eqh̃i,eq, i, j = 1,n ,

where rqq, rqi, and rji are defined as
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rqq � rqq� ,

rqi ��− �
k=1

n−1

rqk� �k + rqi� , i = 1,n − 1

− �
k=1

n−1

rqk� �k, i = n , � �7.8�

rji ��
�
k=1

n−1

�
l=1

n−1

rkl� �k�l − �
k=1

n−1

�k�rki� + �krjk� � + rji� , i, j = 1,n − 1

�
k=1

n−1

�
l=1

n−1

rkl� �k�l − �
k=1

n−1

�krjk� , i = n, j = 1,n − 1

�
k=1

n−1

�
l=1

n−1

rkl� �k�l − �
k=1

n−1

�krki� , i = 1,n − 1, j = n

�
k=1

n−1

�
l=1

n−1

rkl� �k�l, i, j = n .

�
We now relate the local conductivities. Comparing Eqs.
�2.18� and �7.5� �the details of this procedure are given in
Appendix D�, we get

�qq
e = �qq + �

j=1

n−1

hjn,eq��qj + � jq� + �
j=1

n−1

�
i=1

n−1

hjn,eqhin,eq� ji,

�qi
e = �qi + �

j=1

n−1

hjn,eq�ij, i = 1,n , �7.9�

� ji
e = � ji, i, j = 1,n ,

where �qq, �qi, and � ji are defined as

�qq � �qq� ,

�qi � ��qi� , i = 1,n − 1

− �
k=1

n−1

�qk� , i = n , � �7.10�

� ji ��
� ji� , i, j = 1,n − 1

− �
k=1

n−1

� jk� , i = n, j = 1,n − 1

− �
k=1

n−1

�ki� , i = 1,n − 1, j = n

�
k=1

n−1

�
l=1

n−1

�kl� , i, j = n .
�

In the rest of the section, we will derive integral relations for
the measurable resistivities and conductivities. As such, we
will relate the measurable interfacial resistances to the mea-
surable resistivity profiles and the measurable interfacial

conductance to the measurable conductivity profiles. The
reason for this is that the coefficients, which correspond to
the measurable heat flux, can be obtained experimentally.

B. Transport through the surface

The excess entropy production due to transport through
the surface can be written in terms of measurable heat fluxes
extrapolated from either gas of the liquid phase to the sur-
face. The extrapolated measurable heat flux is defined similar
to Eq. �7.1�,

Jq,��,b = Je,� − �
i=1

n

h̃i
bJ�i,�

. �7.11�

In equilibrium the fluxes are equal to zero. To linear order in
these fluxes we may replace the enthalpies by their equilib-

rium values h̃i,eq�hi,eq−g ·rs. In the following equations,

one should therefore use h̃i,eq instead of h̃i. This is similar to
the use of the equilibrium enthalpy difference profiles in Eq.
�7.2�. Using Eq. �7.11�, the excess entropy production �5.1�
becomes to linear order

E��s,�� = Jq,��,g 	 1

T� −
1

Tg
 − �
i=1

n

J�i,��	 �̃i
�

T� −
�̃i

g

Tg 

− h̃i,eq

g 	 1

T� −
1

Tg
� . �7.12�

The measurable heat flux Jq,��,g is the one calculated for the
gas side of the surface. The similar expression can be written
for the measurable flux Jq,��,� calculated for the liquid side of
the surface.

The corresponding force-flux equations for the gas side
are
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1

T� −
1

Tg = Rqq�
gJq,��,g + �

i=1

n

Rqi�
gJ�i,�

,

�7.13�

− 	 �̃i
�

T� −
�̃i

g

Tg 
 + h̃i,eq
g 	 1

T� −
1

Tg
 = Rjq�
gJq,��,g + �

i=1

n

Rji�
gJ�i,�

.

Comparing Eq. �5.2� with Eq. �7.13�, we find

Rqq�
g = Rqq

e ,

Rqi�
g = Rqi

e + h̃i,eq
g Rqq

e , �7.14�

Rji�
g = Rji

e + h̃i,eq
g Rjq

e + h̃j,eq
g Rqi

e + h̃i,eq
g h̃j,eq

g Rqq
e .

Using integral relation �Eq. �5.9�� for absolute resistivities
together with Eqs. �7.14� and �7.7�, we find integral relations
for the measurable resistivities,

Rqq�
g = E�rqq� ,

Rqi�
g = E�rqi� + E��h̃i,eq

g − h̃i,eq�rqq� , �7.15�

Rji�
g = E�rji� + E��h̃i,eq

g − h̃i,eq�rjq� + E��h̃j,eq
g − h̃j,eq�rqi�

+ E��h̃j,eq
g − h̃j,eq��h̃i,eq

g − h̃i,eq�rqq� .

For the record, we also give integral relations for the mea-
surable interfacial resistances on the liquid side of the sur-
face,

Rqq�
� = E�rqq� ,

Rqi�
� = E�rqi� + E��h̃i,eq

� − h̃i,eq�rqq� , �7.16�

Rji�
� = E�rji� + E��h̃i,eq

� − h̃i,eq�rjq� + E��h̃j,eq
� − h̃j,eq�rqi�

+ E��h̃j,eq
� − h̃j,eq��h̃i,eq

� − h̃i,eq�rqq� .

Note that the excess resistances are linear in xs. For example,
if we consider the two different positions of the dividing
surface x1

s and x2
s , then for the excess resistance to the heat

transfer we get

Rqq�
��x1

s� − Rqq�
��x2

s� = �x1
s − x2

s��rqq
� − rqq

g � . �7.17�

The similar relations hold for other resistances.

C. Transport along the interface

In contrast to the transport perpendicular to the surface,
in the case of the transport parallel to the surface we are not
interested in the extrapolated quantities. The reason for this
is, as was mentioned above, that the surface is a separate
entity and the transport along the surface cannot be deter-
mined by the properties of adjacent phases. This observation
is in agreement with the hypothesis of local equilibrium of
the surface, which we verified in Ref. 25. In view of this, the
measurable heat flux along the surface should be defined
differently from the one normal to the surface. The measur-
able heat flux is the total energy flux corrected for the co-
moving energy due to the mass flux. As the surface is a

separate entity, we should subtract the excess enthalpy flux
of the whole surface from the excess of the total energy flux.

The enthalpy of the surface is defined using the excess
densities. If ��r� is a specific quantity per unit of mass, the
corresponding surface specific quantity is defined as43

�s �
EV����
EV���

, �7.18�

where � is the mass density. Given that ��r� has a dimen-
sionality of a quantity per unit of mass, the surface quantity
�s has a dimensionality of a quantity per unit of mass as
well.

We define the measurable heat flux along the interface as

Jq,��,s � Je,�
s − �

i=1

n

h̃i
sJ�i,�

s , �7.19�

where the surface enthalpies h̃i
s are defined using Eq. �7.18�.

We emphasize the difference between the perpendicular and
the parallel transport here. In the case of the transport normal
to the surface, we have the measurable fluxes on the gas side
of the surface, Jq,��,g , and on the liquid side of the surface,
Jq,��,� , which are different from each other. In the case of the
transport along the surface, we only have the measurable flux
Jq,��,s.

In terms of the measurable heat flux the excess entropy
production due to transport along the surface �6.7� can be
written using Eq. �7.19� to linear order,

�s,�
s = Jq,��,s · ��

1

Ts − �
i=1

n

J�i,�
s · ���

�̃i
s

Ts − h̃i,eq
s ��

1

Ts� , �7.20�

where we replaced the surface enthalpies h̃i
s with their equi-

librium values h̃i,eq
s , which is correct to linear order.

The corresponding force-flux relations are

Jq,��,s = Lqq�
s��

1

Ts + �
i=1

n

Lqi�
s	− ��

�̃i
s

Ts + h̃i,eq
s ��

1

Ts
 ,

�7.21�

J�j,�
�,s = Ljq�

s��

1

Ts + �
i=1

n

Lji�
s	− ��

�̃i
s

Ts + h̃i,eq
s ��

1

Ts
 ,

where we expressed fluxes in terms of forces, as we did
before for parallel contributions. Comparing Eqs. �6.8� and
�7.21�, we get for the measurable conductances

Lqq�
s = Lqq

e − �
i=1

n

h̃i,eq
s �Liq

e + Lqi
e � + �

i=1

n

�
j=1

n

h̃i,eq
s h̃j,eq

s Lji
e ,

Lqi�
s = Lqi

e − �
j=1

n

h̃j,eq
s Lji

e , �7.22�

Lji�
s = Lji

e .

Using Eq. �6.15� for absolute conductivities together with
Eqs. �7.22� and �7.9�, we find integral relations for measur-
able conductivities,
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Lqq�
s = E��qq� − �

j=1

n

E��h̃j,eq
s − h̃j,eq��� jq + �qj��

+ �
j=1

n

�
j=1

n

E��h̃j,eq
s − h̃j,eq��h̃i,eq

s − h̃i,eq��qq� ,

Lqi�
s = E��qi� − �

j=1

n

E��h̃j,eq
s − h̃j,eq�� ji� , �7.23�

Lji�
s = E�� ji� ,

where Lji�
s depends linearly on the position of xs, Lqi�

s depends
on xs quadratically, and Lqq�

s depends on xs cubically.

VIII. DISCUSSION

A. Dependence on the enthalpy profile

An important property to analyze is the dependence of
the thermodynamic quantities on the reference state. All the
thermodynamic potentials are defined with respect to some
reference states. The behavior of the resistances Re and re-
sistivities re, on one hand, and R�g and r�, on the other hand,
is different in this respect. Both Re and re coefficients depend
on the reference state, as they are associated with the abso-
lute fluxes. The coefficients R�g and r� are associated with
the measurable fluxes and are therefore independent of the
reference state. The similar arguments are valid for the inter-
facial conductances and conductivities.

Consider integral relations for the measurable resis-
tances, Eq. �7.15� or Eq. �7.16�. Each component of the re-
sistance matrix R�g contains the excess of the local resistivity
profiles coupled to the enthalpy profiles. Since all the terms
on the right hand side of these equations are evaluated at
equilibrium, the resistances depend linearly on the position
of the dividing surface.

The first term in the expression for every resistance is
the excess of only the corresponding resistivity profile. As
we discussed in Ref. 24, each resistivity profile contains a
peak due to the interfacial contribution.38 It is the size of this
peak that controls the magnitude of the first term and makes
it positive. This is the only contribution to the interfacial
resistance Rqq�

,g=Rqq�
,� to heat flow. In this sense, the resistance

of the surface to heat flow is similar to the heat resistance of
a finite bulk layer.

The resistances to the mass transfer due to the tempera-
ture difference Rqi� contain the excess of an additional contri-
bution, however. This contribution depends on the variation

of the enthalpy profile across the interface h̃i,eq
g − h̃i,eq and the

local heat resistivity profile. The variation of the enthalpy
difference changes from zero on the gas side of the surface to
the value of the enthalpy of vaporization �hi

vap�hi
�−hi

g on
the liquid side. This gives an enormous contribution, nega-
tive for Rqi�

,g and positive for Rqi�
,�, to the resistances to the

mass transfer due to the temperature difference. The magni-
tude of this contribution depends on the relative position of
the enthalpy and the resistivity profiles. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1, where the peak in rqq hardly contributes to the integral
of the product in Fig. 1�a�, while it contributes substantially

in Fig. 1�b�. Depending on the sign of the coupling coeffi-
cient, the other contributions may be positive or negative.

In contrast to the resistances, the conductances are not
linear with respect to the position of the dividing surface.
This is due to the dependence on the excess enthalpy of the
surface on the position of the dividing surface. The other
arguments given above for the resistances are similarly ap-
plicable to the conductances.

B. Influence of the system geometry

Here we consider some typical cases of the surface ge-
ometry. As the analysis above is general, we apply it to pla-
nar interfaces and droplets.

For planar interface, the Lamé coefficients h1=h2=h3

=1 and the excesses defined above in Eqs. �3.3�, �5.6�, and
�6.12� take the following form:

EV����xs� = P����xs� ,

ER�r��xs� = P�r��xs� , �8.1�

EL����xs� = P����xs� ,

where

P�q� � �
xg,s

x�,s

dxqex�x;xs� �8.2�

is the excess operator for planar interface and qex is defined
similar to Eq. �3.4�. We see that for planar surface the ap-
proximation made throughout the paper is satisfied exactly.

For droplets, which have spherical symmetry, we have
h1=1, h2=x, h3=x sin �, where x is the position coordinate
and � is the polar coordinate. Then, the excesses defined
above take the following form:

EV����xs� = �
xg,s

x�,s

dx	 x

xs
2

�ex�x;xs� ,

ER�r��xs� = �
xg,s

x�,s

dx	 xs

x

2

rex�x;xs� , �8.3�

EL����xs� = �
xg,s

x�,s

dx�ex�x;xs� ,

where xs is the radius of the dividing surface, and xg,s and x�,s

are the radii of the surface boundaries.

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the enthalpy profile hi�x� �solid line�
and the resistivity profile rqq�x� �dashed-dotted line�: �a� the resistivity pro-
file is shifted to the left and �b� the resistivity profile is shifted to the right.
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Assuming that the surface width is small, we may ex-
pand x around xs. Then the corresponding excesses take the
following form:

EV����xs� = P����xs� +
2

xsP1����xs� + ¯ ,

ER�r��xs� = P�r��xs� −
2

xsP1�r��xs� + ¯ , �8.4�

EL����xs� = P����xs� ,

where P�q� is the planar excess operator, given by Eq. �8.2�,
while P1�q��xs� is the first moment of the planar excess,
given by

P1�q��xs� � �
xg,s−xs

x�,s−xs

dx x qex�x;xs� . �8.5�

We see that if the radius of the droplet is large, all the ex-
cesses may be approximated by the planar interface excesses.
As the radius decreases, the contributions proportional to
1 /xs become more and more significant. Particularly for
small droplets, the resistance has an important curvature con-
tribution. On the contrary, the interfacial conductance of the
droplet does not depend on its size at all. As the spherical
droplet has a two-dimensional isotropy, it is also follows that
the excess conductance is still a scalar for a droplet of an
arbitrary size.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have built a general approach for the
description of the transport phenomena in the interfacial re-
gion. We have shown how the continuous description can be
linked to the excess properties of the surface. This makes it
possible to consider the surface as an autonomous phase not
only in equilibrium but also in nonequilibrium.

We have derived integral relations for the interfacial re-
sistances for the transport perpendicular to the surface and
the interfacial conductances for the transport parallel to the
surface. They are the coefficients in the linear force-flux re-
lations for the heat and mass transfer across and along the
interface. The analysis was done for curved surfaces, which
allows us to address different applications where the evapo-
ration and condensation happens. In particular, we consid-
ered planar interfaces, which are valuable for distillation pro-
cesses, and spherical interfaces, which are important in
nucleation processes.

Building the link between the continuous and the discon-
tinuous description allows one to see the important factors
that affect the transport phenomena most. Among them, we
can distinguish the local resistivity/conductivity profiles, the
enthalpy of vaporization, and the curvature of the surface.

The excess of the local resistivity to transport normal to
the surface gives the resistance of the whole surface. This is
similar to the resistance of a finite bulk layer, which may be
thought of as a series of resistors. Similarly, the excess of the
local conductivity for transport along the surface gives the
conductance of the whole surface. This is also similar to the
conductance of a finite bulk layer, which may be thought of

a set of parallel conductors. If there is a peak in the local
profile, it immediately affects the resistance of the conduc-
tance of the whole surface. It is therefore crucial to have the
information about the whole profile of a local transport co-
efficient, not only its bulk values.

Both the interfacial resistances and the interfacial con-
ductances depend on the variation of the enthalpy across the
interface. The overall transport coefficients depend on the
equilibrium enthalpies that vary a lot through the interface.
One can see from the above formulas that the dependence on
the enthalpy of evaporation �the difference between the en-
thalpies of the liquid and gas phases� is crucial not only for
the diagonal diffusion coefficient but also for the off-
diagonal coefficients. This is an important result since cross
coefficients are usually neglected in the description of the
interfacial phenomena.

The curvature of the surface is important for processes
such as nucleation. As the radius of the droplet becomes
smaller, the higher moments of the resistivities contribute to
the overall interfacial resistances.
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APPENDIX A: EXCESS IN CURVILINEAR
COORDINATES

Consider a scalar density � being the divergence of a
vector function: ��� ·q�r�. Its excess

EV����xs,r�� � EV�� · q��xs,r��

=
1

h2
s
h3

s�
xg,s

x�,s

dx1h1h2h3�� · q�ex�r;xs� . �A1�

If a density � is given by a parallel divergence �
��� ·q��r�, then its excess is

EV����xs,r�� � EV��� · q���xs,r��

=
1

h2
s
h3

s�
xg,s

x�,s

dx1h1h2h3��� · q��ex�r;xs� .

�A2�

Furthermore, we use the standard formula for the divergence
of a vectorial function in curvilinear coordinates,

� · q =
1

h1h2h3
	 �

�x1
�h2h3q1� +

�

�x2
�h1h3q2� +

�

�x3
�h1h2q3�
 ,

�A3�

and the parallel divergence of a vectorial function,

�� · q =
1

h1h2h3
	 �

�x2
�h1h3q2� +

�

�x3
�h1h2q3�
 . �A4�
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According to definition �3.4�,

�� · q�ex�r;xs� = � · q�r� − �� · qg�r���xs − x1�

− �� · q��r���x1 − xs�

= � · �qex��r;xs� + qg�r� · ��xs − x1�

+ q��r� · ��x1 − xs� , �A5�

where qex�r ;xs� is defined similar to Eqs. �6.4� and �3.4�.
Consider � · �qex�, the first term in the second line of Eq.

�A5�. Using Eq. �A3�, one can show that

�
xg,s

x�,s

dx1h1h2h3 � · �qex��r;xs�

= h2h3q�
ex�xg,s

x�,s
+ �

xg,s

x�,s

dx1� �

�x2
�h1h3q2

ex� +
�

�x3
�h1h2q3

ex�� .

�A6�

The first term in Eq. �A6� vanishes since, according to Eq.
�3.1�, q�

ex�xg,s�=q�
ex�x�,s�=0. It is easy to verify that the sec-

ond term in Eq. �A6� is equal to h2
s
h3

s
EV��� ·q��.

Consider the last two terms in the second line of Eq.
�A5�. Using the standard formula for the gradient of a scalar
function in curvilinear coordinates,

�� =
1

h1

��

�x1
i1 +

1

h2

��

�x2
i2 +

1

h3

��

�x3
i3, �A7�

one can show that for Heaviside step function ,

1

h2
s
h3

s�
xg,s

x�,s

dx1h1h2h3qb�r� · ��x1 − xs�

= qb�xs,r�� · i1 � q�
b �xs,r�� . �A8�

Equation �A1� then takes the following form:

EV�� · q��xs,r�� = q�
� �xs,r�� − q�

g �xs,r�� + EV��� · q���xs,r�� .

�A9�

We note that Eq. �A9� is the exact equation for the general
form of the excess function. No assumptions about the cur-
vature magnitude, like in Eq. �6.3� or Eq. �6.4�, or the nature
of the vectorial function q were made here.

APPENDIX B: EXCESS OF A PARALLEL FLUX FOR
THE THIN SURFACE

Consider a scalar function ��x� ,r�� such that it is inde-
pendent of the normal coordinate x�. Furthermore, assume
that the corresponding extrapolated functions �g and ��

obey the same property. It follows therefore that a function
� and the extrapolated function �b have the following form:

��x�,r�� = ��r�� ,

�B1�
�b�x�,r�� = �b�r�� .

According to Eq. �3.1�, ��x�
b,s ,r��=�b�x�

b,s ,r��, which leads
to

��r�� = �b�r�� . �B2�

Consider the excess EV�J� ·����, where the function � sat-
isfies the above relations. Using definition �A2�, one can
show that

EV�J� · ���� =
1

h2
s
h3

s�
xg,s

x�,s

dx1�h1h3	J2
��

�x2

ex

+ h1h2	J3
��

�x3

ex� . �B3�

It follows from Eq. �B2� that

EV�J� · ���� =
��

�x2

1

h2
s
h3

s�
xg,s

x�,s

dx1h1h3J2
ex

+
��

�x3

1

h2
s
h3

s�
xg,s

x�,s

dx1h1h2J3
ex. �B4�

Using definition �6.3�, this can be written as

EV�J� · ���� = EV�J�� · ��� . �B5�

APPENDIX C: LOCAL RESISTIVITIES

We need to relate the resistivities re from Eq. �2.19� to
the resistivities r� from Eq. �7.6�. This is done by comparing
the coefficients at the same fluxes in these equations. To do
this, we need to translate the set of fluxes used in Eq. �7.6�,
�Jq� ,J1 , . . . ,Jn−1�, to the set of fluxes used in Eq. �2.19�,
�Je ,J�1

, . . . ,J�n
�. This is done with the help of the relation

Ji,� = J�i,�
− �i�

k=1

n

J�k,�,

�C1�

Jq,�� = Je,� − �
k=1

n

h̃kJ�k,�.

Substituting Jq,�� and Ji,� into the first term of Eq. �7.6�, we
obtain

��

1

T
= rqq� Je,� + �

i=1

n−1

J�i,�	rqi� − rqq� h̃i − �
k=1

n−1

rqk� �k

− J�n,�	rqq� h̃n + �

k=1

n−1

rqk� �k
 . �C2�

Comparing it with the first term of Eq. �2.19�, we obtain

rqq
e = rqq� ,

rqi
e = − rqq� h̃i − �

k=1

n−1

rqk� �k + rqi� , i = 1,n − 1, �C3�

rqn
e = − rqq� h̃n − �

k=1

n−1

rqk� �k,

which are the first three equations of Eq. �7.7�.
In order to obtain the remaining relations, we consider

the second of Eq. �2.19�, which gives
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− �
j=1

n

� j��

�̃ j

T
= Je,��

j=1

n

rjq
e � j + �

i=1

n

J�i,��
j=1

n

rji
e � j ,

�C4�

	− ��

�̃ j

T

 − 	− ��

�̃n

T



= Je,��rjq
e − rnq

e � + �
i=1

n

J�i,�
�rji

e − rni
e �, j = 1,n − 1.

Furthermore, we use Eq. �2.8�. In the case of the transport in
the direction only perpendicular to the surface v can be taken
away and Eq. �2.8� becomes

�
i=1

n

�i	�
�̃i

T
− h̃i �

1

T

 = 0. �C5�

Together with the second term of Eq. �7.6�, it gives

− �
i=1

n

�i��

�̃i

T
= − �

i=1

n

�ih̃i��

1

T
,

�C6�

− ��

� jn

T
= − hjn��

1

T
+ rjq� Jq� + �

i=1

n−1

rji�Ji.

Substituting ��1 /T� from Eq. �C2� and Jq� and Ji from Eq.
�C1�, we obtain the left hand size of Eq. �C6� expressed in
terms of the fluxes Je and J�1

and the resistivities r�. Com-
paring the result with Eq. �C4�, we obtain the following sets
of equations:

�
k=1

n

rkq
e �k = − rqq� �

k=1

n

�kh̃k,

rjq
e − rnq

e = − rqq� hjn + rjq� , j = 1,n − 1, �C7a�

�
k=1

n

rkj
e �k = 	rqq� h̃i + �

k=1

n−1

rqk� �k − rqi� 
�
k=1

n

�kh̃k,

rji
e − rni

e = 	rqq� h̃i + �
k=1

n−1

rqk� �k − rqi� 
hjn

− �
k=1

n−1

rjk� �k − rjq� h̃i + rji� , j,i = 1,n − 1, �C7b�

�
k=1

n

rkn
e �k = 	rqq� h̃n + �

k=1

n−1

rqk� �k
�
k=1

n

�kh̃k,

rjn
e − rnn

e = 	rqq� h̃n + �
k=1

n−1

rqk� �k
hjn

− �
k=1

n−1

rjk� �k − rjq� h̃n, j = 1,n − 1 �C7c�

solving which we obtain the relations between the remaining
resistivities

rjq
e = − rqq� h̃j − �

k=1

n−1

rkq� �k + rjq� , j = 1,n − 1,

rnq
e = − rqq� h̃n − �

k=1

n−1

rkq� �k,

rji
e = rqq� h̃jh̃i + �

k=1

n−1

�k�rkq� h̃i + rqk� h̃j� − �rjq� h̃i + rqi� h̃j�

+ �
k=1

n−1

�
l=1

n−1

rkl� �k�l − �
k=1

n−1

�k�rki� + rjk� � + rji� , j,i = 1,n − 1,

�C8�

rjn
e = rqq� h̃jh̃n + �

k=1

n−1

�k�rkq� h̃n + rqk� h̃j� − rjq� h̃n

+ �
k=1

n−1

�
l=1

n−1

rkl� �k�l − �
k=1

n−1

rjk� �k, j = 1,n − 1,

rni
e = rqq� h̃nh̃i + �

k=1

n−1

�k�rkq� h̃i + rqk� h̃n� − rqi� h̃n

+ �
k=1

n−1

�
l=1

n−1

rkl� �k�l − �
k=1

n−1

rki� �k, i = 1,n − 1,

rnn
e = rqq� h̃n

2 + h̃n�
k=1

n−1

�k�rkq� + rqk� � + �
k=1

n−1

�
l=1

n−1

rkl� �k�l.

As one can confirm, the symmetry of the r�-matrix leads to
the symmetry of the re-matrix and vice versa. We therefore
do not give the expressions for rjq

e , rnq
e , and rjn

e in Eq. �7.7�.

APPENDIX D: LOCAL CONDUCTIVITIES

We need to relate the conductivities �e from Eq. �2.18� to
the conductivities �� from Eq. �7.5�. One can do that by
comparing the coefficients at the same forces in those equa-
tions, like it was done for resistivities for the transport nor-
mal to the surface �see Appendix C�. We will employ a dif-
ferent procedure for conductivities, however. We will
compare the coefficients of the same terms in the expression
for the entropy production. Both procedures use the same
method, so they are equivalent. Namely, they use the fact
that if expressions ��ixi=��ixi for linearly independent set
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�xi�, then �i=�i. Note that even though the size of the con-
ductivity �resistivity� matrix is different for the two sets we
are going to relate, all the fluxes and forces in the
corresponding set are linearly independent. Thus, both n
forces ���1 /T� ,−���1n /T�+h1n� �1 /T� , . . . ,−���n−1,n /T�
+hn−1,n� �1 /T�� are linearly independent, as well as n+1
forces ���1 /T� ,−���1 /T� , . . . ,−���n /T�� are linearly inde-
pendent �the similar statement is true for fluxes in the case of
normal transport through the interface�.

We use the equivalent expressions �7.3� and �2.16� for
the local entropy production in the parallel direction.

We first substitute Eq. �7.5� into Eq. �7.3� in order to
obtain the expression for the entropy production in terms of
thermodynamic forces only, ��1 /T� and −���in /T�
+hin� �1 /T� for i=1,n−1. We then substitute �in= �̃i− �̃n

and write this entropy production in terms of the forces
��1 /T� and −���in /T� for i=1,n. After some algebra, we
obtain the following expression for the entropy production:

�s,� = ���

1

T
�2��qq� + �

i=1

n−1

hin��iq� + �qi� � + �
i=1

n−1

�
j=1

n−1

hinhjn�ij��
+ �

k=1

n−1 	− ��

�̃k

T

 · 	�

1

T

��qk� + �kq� + �

i=1

n−1

hin��ik� + �ki� ��
− 	− ��

�̃n

T

 · 	�

1

T

��

k=1

n−1

��qk� + �kq� � + �
k=1

n−1

�
i=1

n−1

hin

���ik� + �ki� �� + �
i=1

n−1

�
j=1

n−1 	− ��

�̃i

T

 · 	− ��

�̃ j

T

�� ji� �

− 	− ��

�̃n

T

 · �

k=1

n−1 	− ��

�̃k

T

��

i=1

n−1

��ik� + �ki� ��
+ 	− ��

�̃n

T

 · 	− ��

�̃n

T

��

i=1

n−1

�
j=1

n−1

� ji�� . �D1�

We then substitute Eq. �2.18� into Eq. �2.16� and obtain the
expression for the entropy production in terms of the ther-
modynamic forces ��1 /T� and −���in /T� for i=1,n. As a
result, we get

�s,� = ���

1

T
�2

��qq
e � + �

k=1

n 	− ��

�̃k

T

 · 	�

1

T

��qk

e + �kq
e �

+ �
i=1

n

�
j=1

n 	− ��

�̃i

T

 · 	− ��

�̃ j

T

�� ji

e � . �D2�

Comparing the coefficients at the corresponding terms in
Eqs. �D1� and �D2� �in square brackets�, we get

�qq
e = �qq� + �

i=1

n−1

hin��iq� + �qi� � + �
i=1

n−1

�
j=1

n−1

hinhjn�ij� ,

�qk
e + �kq

e = �qk� + �kq� + �
i=1

n−1

hin��ik� + �ki� �, k = 1,n − 1,

�qn
e + �nq

e = − �
k=1

n−1

��qk� + �kq� � − �
k=1

n−1

�
i=1

n−1

hin��ik� + �ki� � ,

�D3�
� ji

e = � ji� , i, j = 1,n − 1,

�kn
e + �nk

e = − �
i=1

n−1

��ik� + �ki� �, k = 1,n − 1,

�nn
e = �

i=1

n−1

�
j=1

n−1

� ji� .

Without restrictions in generality, we assume that the matrix
of the coefficients is symmetric, so Eq. �D3� can be written
as

�qq
e = �qq� + �

i=1

n−1

hin��iq� + �qi� � + �
i=1

n−1

�
j=1

n−1

hinhjn�ij� ,

�qk
e = �qk� + �

i=1

n−1

hin�ki� , k = 1,n − 1,

�qn
e = − �

k=1

n−1

�qk� − �
k=1

n−1

�
i=1

n−1

hin�ik� ,

�D4�
� ji

e = � ji� , i, j = 1,n − 1,

�kn
e = − �

i=1

n−1

�ki� , k = 1,n − 1,

�nn
e = �

i=1

n−1

�
j=1

n−1

� ji� ,

which leads to Eq. �7.9� together with Eq. �7.10�.
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